
GRFX 1220 - Master Doc Spring 2024

Redos - OPTIONAL (updated project score)

DUE EXAM WEEK: Thursday, 5/9 by 8am 

No latework accepted 

It is very important as graphic designers to not let the fear of failing (or bad grades) stifle your creative 
ability. As students, your time you should be focused on experimenting and taking chances, which 
serves to enhance and further hone your design skills. With that in mind, the following design projects 
are eligible to be redone to earn back assignment points.



Eligible Projects: 

1 - Recipes

2 - Stationery (does not include logo assignment, but 

you may redesign logo for stationery purposes)

3 - Book covers

4 - Newspage

5 - Menu

6 - Resumes


• This is an optional opportunity to improve your previous project grades (on work that’s 
already been done); If utilizing, you may improve/redo as few or as many as desired. 

• You may NOT redo a project that received 0 points. 
If you never submitted the project originally you may not redo that project now. 

• You may NOT make up points deducted for late submissions. 
For example: an original score of 85/100 that includes a 10% (10pt) late deduction could at maximum 
improve to a 90/100. 

• You may NOT make up points deducted for missing significant assignment requirements. 
For example: if you forgot to include the written explanation or only did 1 of the 2 invite formats, those 
points cannot be made up. 

• Your redo REPLACES the original grade, regardless of what the new score is. 
I’ve never had someone lose points, but your new score becomes final. 

• All redos will follow the same, original guidelines outlined for the project. 

• Include a brief write up detailing what changes you’ve made for each submission. 

What to turn in Thursday 5/9 by 8am: (No latework) 
- (1) PDF portfolio of ALL project redos + write up for each (I do not need original; submit new file only) 
- File name: LastName_Redo

Feedback is (or will be) provided with each 
initial grade, and, of course, always feel free 
to solicit more throughout the design process. 
You are free to either continue work on your 
existing design OR start from scratch.


